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FINAL GRADE

61 / 100

GRADEMARK REPORT

GENERAL COMMENTS

Thanks for your revision, Ms. Charles.

There are clearly similar areas to the previous plagiarized version, but it reads a bit better and
seems your words.

The problem, though, is the lack of organization. You have a clear thesis, yet the support
doesn't follow. You must establish a topic for each supporting paragraph if you're to prove your
point. 

Please note this for future references in your academic writing that calls for thesis support.

Let me know if you have any questions.
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 1.1. Isn't this the same as your previous draft?

TRI

 2.2. You should be supporting the symbolism as you've stated. The only aspect you should focus on is the piano as a
symbol. This is essentially irrelevant. This is a summary.

Connection to the thesis?

 3.3. Are these the pages from the source I provided? With no Works Cited, I cannot tell if this is correct.
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Connection to the thesis?

TRI

 4.4. Summarizing.

 5.5. +5

 6.6. If this is what the mother thinks, how does your argument differ?

 7 .7 . Say who?

Connection to the thesis?

TRI

 8.8. Summary.
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Connection to the thesis?

 9.9. Show that the piano is the symbol.

 10.10. Again, this is the point of the selection. Two kinds of music. . .
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 11.11. Where is the Works Cited page? This is a huge omission in MLA.



RUBRIC: LITERARY ANALYSIS WS

CONVENTIONS (25%)

EXCELLENT
(5)

GOOD
(4)

SATISFACTORY
(3)

UNSATISFACTORY
(2)

UNACCEPTABLE
(1)

MLA CITATION (20%)

EXCELLENT
(5)

GOOD
(4)

SATISFACTORY
(3)

UNSATISFACTORY
(2)

UNACCEPTABLE
(1)

DIRECTIONS (15%)

EXCELLENT
(5)

GOOD
(4)

SATISFACTORY
(3)

UNSATISFACTORY
(2)

UNACCEPTABLE
(1)

LANGUAGE (25%)

EXCELLENT
(5)

3.05 / 5

2 / 5

Assignment is an analysis of a specific poem or related poems OR short story. Adheres to the academic
conventions of formal writing and research, writes confidently, organizes logically, proofreads prior to
submission.

Assignment is a breakdown or examination of a literary work but may lack in a minor academic
expectation.

Assignment lacks two or more SPA expectations. Eg., lapses in formality, research, vague references,
word choice, coherence.

Assignment does not meet reader's expectations in most instances. Summarizes instead of analyzes.

Assignment does not resemble a literary analysis.

1 / 5

•Includes parenthetical citations and a Works Cited page. •Cites consistently and correctly, paying
attention to source type and formatting.

Minor errors in citation, but contains both in-text citation and a Works Cited page.

Source or sources are present but lack in consistency; may lack thorough information and citations or
works cited entries.

May lapse into a mixure of citation styles.

Formatting is careless or lacking. Assignment does not meet the Citation requirements. Assignment
contains no Works Cited page. Assignment may be plagiarized.

5 / 5

•Provides at least 3 pages in length (not including the heading), cited in MLA. •Incorporates 1 inch margins
rule all around (top, bottom, left, and right) •Includes academic title and heading. •Produces a double
spaced Word document •Types in Times New Roman 12 pt. font

Assignment meets page requirements but may lack in one minor requirement such as margins,
academic heading, or font /size.

Assignment meets page requirements may be missing a minor and a major requirement such as
academic title.

Assignment almost meets page requirements, but contains major omissions such as spacing, MLA
omissions, and proofreading/spell check.

Document does not follow assignment instructions.

4 / 5

Style, tone, and expression appropriate for academic writing; diction well chosen; syntax and mechanics
virtually error-free.



GOOD
(4)

SATISFACTORY
(3)

UNSATISFACTORY
(2)

UNACCEPTABLE
(1)

FOCUS (15%)

EXCELLENT
(5)

GOOD
(4)

SATISFACTORY
(3)

UNSATISFACTORY
(2)

UNACCEPTABLE
(1)

Style and tone suitable for academic writing; syntax and mechanics have minor errors; diction
appropriate in most instances.

Style and tone fall short of academic standards; distracting usage, diction, and mechanical errors.

Little resemblance to academic writing in most respects.

Frequent errors inhibit clarity and meaning.

4 / 5

Clear introduction, historical significance evident, framework evident; title and thesis that indicate a
connection and the thesis is a clear analysis. Academic title and supporting paragraphs are effective.
Concludes satisfactorily.

Introduction may be clear and thesis may be present, but document may stray somewhat from the
analysis. Title connects; supporting paragraphs may need to be more development. Conclusion present.

Introduction lacks engagement and connection and thesis present; however, the document lacks in
connection and support. Title may not connect to the analysis. Conclusion present but may not end
effectively.

Introduction fails to properly signal topic of literary work. Title and thesis do not connect. Thesis is wordy,
convoluted, or unclear. Title is insignificant. Underdeveloped conclusion.

No achievement in any of the focus criteria.
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